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Economic Update 

The US economy came in with higher than 
expected growth in the 3rd quarter of 2019. 
GDP grew at 2.1% during the 3rd quarter. 
As for the 4th quarter, the economy likely 
grew at around 1.9%. The economy should 
show year over year growth of 2.25%, 
coming in lower than the more robust 3% 
growth of 2018. The effects of the trade war 
have produced somewhat slower growth 
than what economists would have expected 
without trade tensions. The trade war with 
China likely reduced GDP growth by 0.5%.  
 
With Phase 1 of the trade agreement signed 
GDP could accelerate to above 2.5% growth 
for this year. Increased exports in 
agriculture, manufacturing, and services will 
provide a boost to growth in 2020. Total 
exports to China are expected to grow by 
more than $200 billion over the next two 
years. If the increases in exports pan out this 
will provide a great boost to our economy. 
The US, Canada, and Mexico trade 
agreement should also provide a boost to 
our agriculture and manufacturing sectors. 
We view the new trade agreements as a big 
win for the US economy that should provide 
a boost to growth over the long run.  
 
Global growth should see a modest increase 
this year. The worldwide economy grew at 
3% last year. With trade tensions easing, 
growth for the world economy should be 
above 3% this year. Interest rates have been 
falling across the globe creating a more 
positive environment for economic growth 
as well as for the global financial markets.  
 
Consumption remains strong throughout the 
US economy. As we’ve written in previous 
newsletters, consumption makes up about 
70% of economic activity in the US. The 
Institute for Supply Management (ISM) 
monthly survey for the services sector 
increased to a reading of 55% in December, 
up 1.1% from the November reading of 
53.9%. A number above 50 indicates that 
the services sector is expanding. In addition, 

the University of Michigan’s consumer 
Sentiment index stood at 99.3 in December; 
another strong number indicating that 
consumers remain positive about future 
economic activity.  
 
Manufacturing activity remains in a slump. 
The ISM survey for manufacturing 
registered 43.2% in December down from 
the 49.1% reading in November. Most 
economists believe that the current slump 
can be attributed to the trade tensions with 
China. Problems with production of the 
Boeing 737 Max jet have also added to the 
downturn in manufacturing. The slowdown 
is concerning but has not spread to other 
parts of our economy. This could be due to 
the fact that the manufacturing sector only 
accounts for 12% of our economy. With 
new trade agreements signed the sector 
should see a recovery this year.  
 
Considering the current economic expansion 
is in its 11th year, the economy is still 
producing jobs at a healthy pace. The 
average job gains for the 4th quarter was 
184,000. The unemployment rate stands at 
3.5%, still the lowest level in 50 years. 
Minority unemployment is still at record 
low levels. The weekly jobless claims 
number, which is a reliable barometer for 
future economic growth, is still showing a 
moving average just above 200,000; 
indicating the economy will continue to 
grow over the near term.  
 
On the inflation front, the consumer Price 
Index (CPI) is still around the 2% level. 
Producer prices (PPI) are still growing at 
below 1.5%. The inflation numbers are still 
within the Fed’s goal of 2%. It was widely 
feared that higher tariffs would cause an 
increase in inflation at the wholesale level. 
In fact, PPI or wholesale inflation decreased 
by 1.3% in 2019 from a level of 2.6% in 
2018. Inflation should continue to accelerate 
at low levels throughout 2020.  
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“Change is the law 
of life. And those 
who look only to the 
past or present are 
certain to miss the 
future.” 
 
-John F. Kennedy 
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While the third quarter (Q3) was somewhat 
quiet for the market in general, Q4 was an 
extremely good quarter with the S&P 500 
increasing a little over 10%. The Utility sec-
tor was the big winner in Q3 by advancing 
9.10% but was the laggard in Q4, up 0.05%. 
The S&P 500 just turned in its best year 
since 2013. The final 2019 number was an 
increase of 28.87%. The Dow finished up 
22.33%. The best performing sectors were 
Information Technology, Communication 
Services, and Financials. The three lagging 
sectors were Materials, Health Care, and 
Energy, which increased 7.64% for 2019. 
 
The question on everyone’s mind is can this 
market rally last? The last three times the 
S&P 500 gained 20% or more in a year 
(2003, 2009 and 2013), the average return in 
the following year (2004, 2010 and 2014) 
was a little over 12%. The biggest fear for 
investors is the presidential election and the 
trade war. How has the market done in pres-
idential election years? The S&P 500 in-
crease since 1928 has averaged close to an 
11.25% gain in presidential election years; 
up 15.5% when a Republican was elected to 
office; and up 7.6% when a Democrat was 
elected. There have been 23 presidential 
elections since the S&P 500 index began. 19 
of the 23 election years (82.6%) provided 
positive performance. Trade war fears won’t 
disappear completely but trade war tensions 

will ease. With phase one now complete 
with China, the presidential election will 
take center stage.  
 
Even though we may see 2019’s Q4 average 
earnings come in at slightly negative, it is a 
few very large cap-weighted companies 
pulling down the averages. The median 
earnings are likely to be up around 4% for 
the latest quarter. Companies, through this 
multi-year economic expansion, have been 
cutting expenses which bodes well for the 
building of free cash flow. Free cash flow is 
what gets companies through lean times 
when the economy slows. With that said, we 
do not see a recession in 2020. We see inter-
est rates staying low in 2020 with a possibil-
ity of a slight increase in the second half of 
2020 as the economy and corporate earnings 
pick up. 
 
We would not chase the momentum winners 
from the last couple of years. A lot of these 
companies are very good companies with a 
bright future but are presently significantly 
over-valued. We aren’t betting against a lot 
of these companies, we just seriously doubt 
the present valuations that they carry. We 
believe that purchasing the individual com-
panies that are not over-valued trumps buy-
ing the market in general through general 
indexing. 

Market  Update  

As for interest rates, the treasury yield curve 
turned positive late last year. The yield on the 
3-month treasury is currently about .30% 
below the ten-year rate. The yield curve did 
invert temporarily last year indicating a 
recession or slowdown would occur in late 
2020 or early 2021. So, we’ll probably find 
out if the yield curve will accurately predict a 
recession by year end.  
 
A growing concern for the economy is the 
budget deficit which reached $1 trillion last 
year. Large budget deficits increase 
government debt which in turn increases 
interest owed on the debt. Interest 
expenditures are currently the third highest 

expense for the federal government ranking 
behind entitlements and defense spending. As 
debt levels grow, interest on the debt will 
eventually become the highest expenditure for 
the government, crowding out and hence 
reducing funds available for other spending. 
Though not an immediate concern, the debt to 
GDP ratio stood at 105% in 2019. Without 
changes to spending and/or tax rates the 
problem will certainly worsen over time.  
 
Currently, we remain in the sweet spot of low 
inflation and low interest rates. The outlook 
for the financial markets is still positive over 
the near term.  
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Facts & Figures 

Rotten Kids: 
A study involving 2,500 wealthy families over decades of wealth transfers across 
generations found that on average only 30% of the original family fortune remained 
at the end of the 2nd generation, and only 10% remained at the end of the 3rd genera-
tion. 
 
A Shrinking Total: 
The number of publicly traded companies in the United States peaked at more than 
8,000 in 1996 but has fallen to approximately 4,400 today. 
 
Population Profile: 
13.7% of the US population (44.7 million individuals), approximately 1 out of eve-
ry 7 people, was born outside of the United States. 
 
Just Our Interest Expense: 
The government paid $376 billion in interest expense on our nation’s outstanding 
debt during fiscal year 2019, or $1 billion per day. 
 
Back and Forth: 
In national elections going back to 1928, the United States has elected 7 Republican 
presidents (beginning with Hoover and ending with Trump) and 7 Democratic pres-
idents (beginning with FDR and ending with Obama.) 
 
Not A Second Time: 
There have been just 2 US presidents in the last 75 years who were elected to a first 
term in office who failed to win their re-election bid for a 2nd term – Jimmy Carter 
in November 1980 and George H.W. Bush in November 1992. 
 
More Bonds Than Stocks: 
The US bond market, including government issued debt, corporate debt, municipal 
bondss and asset-backed debt, totaled $43.7 trillion as of 6/30/2019. The US stock 
market, including all publicly traded companies, had a total capitalization of $31.5 
trillion as of 6/31/2019. 
 
 

 

Sources: Williams Group, JP Morgan Asset Management, Census Bureau, Treas-
ury Department, BTN Research, BTN Research, Securities Industry and Financial 
Markets Association.  
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